All Films:
7 p.m., 288 Pulteney Street
Intercultural Affairs

» THE BONE MAN
Wednesday, February 16
122 Minutes
Director: Wolfgang Murnberger

Private Investigator Brenner is handling a case at the grill-station “Löschenkohl”. There he finds—besides some chicken—also other meat...that doesn’t belong in a good meal. The film portrays Austrian jokes, calmness and sarcasm.

» WANTED
Wednesday, March 9
86 Minutes
Director: Harald Sicheritz

“Wanted” is neither a western nor a parody of this genre. A stressed out surgeon experiences western-like illusions to escape from reality. He is a lonely hero and sometimes involves his colleagues or his old friend, a pastor, in his adventures. This film is about escaping reality and well known Austrian esprit and jokes.

» TEMPO
Wednesday, April 13
88 Minutes
Director: Stefan Ruzowitzky

This film takes place in a lively and entertaining Viennese youth scene. It is a Rave-movie about an 18-year-old runaway boy, who works as a bicycle messenger. He daydreams and in the end he can no longer make distinctions between reality and fantasy. The film portrays first love, the tough reality and the realization that not everyone is a good person.

This film won the Femina Film Award and the Promotional Award 1997.